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INTRODUCTION:
This booklet is a revision of last year's pre-camp booklet and serves the
same purpose last year's did. Namely, to give you an idea what those six weeks
will entail and to help you prepare physically and mentally for them. We also
hope to dispell any nasty rumors you may have heard about this spacious summer
resort better known as Fort Riley, Kansas, the home of the Big Red One!
DON'T STOP HERE!!!
Go ahead and take twenty minutes to read this booklet.
It was put to
gether to help you avoid unnecessary hassles. We are sure that some of the
tips we offer you will be invaauable. So, if after camp you feel as we expect
you to about this booklet, you will probably want to shower the editors with
gifts of gratitude. Please don't do this. Our reward is in your excellent
performance at camp, due mainly to your pre-camp booklet which made it a breeze.

THE FIRST TWO DAYS AT CAMP:
You are in for the time of your life and the whole gala affair starts off
with a bang called "in-processing." This entails filling out forms, getting
your physical, and being issued uniforms and field gear. Be sure you have all
your paperwork together! You will need many copies of orders, administrative
information such as permanent home address, and a good deal of patience. Just
pay attention to directions and follow them closely. The reason things are
done as they are is that many years of experience have gone into the planning
so it is done as quickly and easily as possible for all concerned.
(Well that's
what they tell me!?)
Gear issue, if done right, can be a simple, hassle-free process.
will be bused to the C.l.F. (Central Issuing Facility) where you will
processed through a big barn. As you go through the big barn on main
be sure your uniform fits. Army sizes are not standard, nor are they
civilian sizes. Be sure you get everything in good condition; it's a
problem trying to replace broken or missing gear later. Double check
inventory.
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Processing also includes a physical examination which takes half a day
or more. Patience is a helpful attitude at this time.
BE SURE YOU GET THROUGH ALL THIS PROCESSING OR YOU I LL HAVE TO MISS TRAINING
AND BE AN ACCESSORY TO THE USUAL ARMY CHAOS.
Don't get too used to the free time you will be blessed with during the
first few days. I call it a blessing, because if you put this free time to
good use, you will be able to use the few free hours you'll get in the remaining
days for resting your poor tired body, or wetting your whistle at the cadet
club. The key words for this free time are ORGANIZATION and FAMILIARIZATION.
q,rqani~,~LYQYr.....foot.....lock,er"ac,c,ording,.-.:to_.posted,SOPs, and organize all of your
personal belongings. Be prepared to store most of you personal things in a
baggage room, and if possible duplicate all gear in your footlocker display so
little or no preparation needs to be done for inspection. Familiarize your
self with the platoon and company policies. This is best done by reading the
bulletin board and listening to announcements. Also familiarize yourself with
the people you'll be living with the next six weeks. First impressions are
very important, and it is best to be a good team member from the start.

A TYPICAL DAY AT CAMP:
First of all, there is no such thing as a typical day at camp. Some times
you wake up in the morning a lowly squad member, and other times you might be
a company commander. The training is different every day and is done by a
completely different set of instructors.
However, there are certain routines you will fall into at camp and I
think you should be aware of them ahead of time.
You will be up very early every day. You can count on it! Your waking
hour may vary from 0500 to 0600 and this is regardless of how late you stayed
awake on guard duty or C.Q. You will usually be given approximately 15 minutes
from lights on until you will be required to be in formation outside. This
means you should probably shave (men) before you go to bed, and have your
clothes laid out ready to be worn. Each morning an inspection of the barracks
is held which means you must have your bed made, floor area swept, etc. Your
Cadre platoon SGT will have ideas as to how to organize work details to get
everything done. The bulk of the clean up is done at night but there is always
something that still needs to be done in the morning.
A physical training period mayor may not come before breakfast depend
ing on your platoon and company. After breakfast you will travel to your train
ing site for the day. This is done on buses, or trucks, or by marching.
Training lasts all day and sometimes half the night. You won't miss any meals
and they will usually be hot. You will also undoubtedly grow fond of "c"
rations before camp is over. "c" rations are the Army's answer to bringing
sack lunch and consist of scrumptious foods vacuum sealed in cans that can only
be opened with an Army can opener (better known as a P - 38).
Upon completion of the day's training you will be back to your barracks
and eat some chow. One or two hours of free time usually follow dinner before
you will begin clean up--a never ending hassle. A hint on clean up is to find
a prior service cadet who knows the ropes of preparing barracks for inspection.
They usually know the fastest and easiest way to do things.
with those two hours of free time you will have to find time to get brief
ed on your duties for the next day. Either this or brief others on what they'll
be doing. Lights are out around 2300hrs.
I can promise you this. Every day will be full.
cause of a lack of things to do.

You won't be bored be

Bivouacs are also part of your training. You will have at least two of
these pleasant affairs during camp. The only real difference in the routine
is pitching and striking your tent. The other differences, shaving in cold
water without a mirror for instance, are only minor aggravations.
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TRAINING:
You will receive an explicit schedule of training and brief descriptions of
the training objectives when you arrive at camp. We don't want to tell you what
training you'll have, but rather how to benefit from what you will have.
TAKE NOTES!! Everything you see and do is testable at the end of camp, unless
it is specifically designated as non-testable. Also, pay attention as much as is
humanly possible in the hot humid days Fort Riley is famous for.
Whether or not you enjoy training is entirely up to you. If you have a
positive attitude and don't think about swimming pools and beer, the time will
pass more quickly. Try to keep your fellow platoon members in good spirits as
well as yourself. Happy people are much easier to be around than people who can
do nothing but complain.
A few of the more enjoyable phases of training include, in our opinion
mountaineering and water training. During these days, spirits are high and
everyone has a good time. Look forward to these days .••• they're great!

A word ought to be said here about the "cooperate and graduate" philosophy.
Although the peer rating is an important measure of your success as a leader,
perhaps more important will be the lessons you can learn (and perhaps teach)
about getting along with other people. Your fellow cadets will be male and
female; black, white, chicano, and other; from all parts of the country (but
mostly the south) with every linguistic accent of the English language. Of course
you felt as if your introduction to dorm life at Notre Dame was a "melting pot .....
rest assured ..• you ain't seen nothing yet! Further, unlike dorm life, you'll
be faced with the problems of meeting collective objectives in a turbulent leader
ship structure to vague standards ••• in short, you can anticipate significant
opportunities to mess up ••• collectively and individually •.
These lIopportunities" will either mold your platoon into a nearly fraternal
closely-knit fellowship ••• or drive you to back-biting, unproductive feuding.
Your role in determining your platoon attitude could be crucial. This pamphlet
will advance a lot of tips in upcoming pages for getting along with people and
cultivating a cooperative atmosphere, but perhaps the most important tip of all
is that you, personally, have to want your platoon to have a good attitude towards
training ••. maybe it all boils down to esprit, morale, discipline, and proficiency.
You've got to want your platoon to be successful ••• not just the days when you
happen to be the leader ••• but every day. Cooperate ••• and graduate!
DUTIES:
The sections which follow deal with the typical leadership opportunities which
you can anticipate during the course of camp. Remember that while all are not
necessarily "rated" ••• there ain't no such thing asa "freebie." We've also tried
to indicate how often you can expect to hold each position. Be confident and decisive.
The person who acts, even when a little unsure of what to do is more likely to be
trusted and remembered.
Make the most of your duty positions. If you think that the cadre is not giving
you a chance, let them know, and do it fairly early.
I

.
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SgUAD LEADER:
You can expect to be the squad leader at least ~ or 5 times during camp. This
depends on how many people are assigned to your squad •••• the smaller the squad, the
more frequently you'll be squad leader. Remember that as SgD LDR you'll have more
men under your direct control than anyone else in the chain of command. Here are
Some hints:
SgD LDR HINTS:
1. Remember the checklist for accountability!
(1) Know your people
(2) know their status
(3) take frequent headcounts (4) REPORt!

A buddy system within the SgD is helpful here!
2. Be fair when assigning men to details ••• don't fall into the temptation of
"returning favors" for yesterday's SgD LDR who had you clean the latrine! There comes
a point in assigning details where asking for "volunteers" is a copout ••• i.e. it may
be interpreted by some as an abdication of your leadership responsibility. Organize
the work into reasonably equitable components and assign everyone something. This
is not to say "never" ask fer volunteers, but just don t get seduced into using it
as an easy out. Your job is to "fairly" allocate tasks and asking for volunteers
is not the same as making a decision. Then, of course, if you don't get a volunteer,
the person you assign the task will feel even worse than if you'd just given it to
him to begin with.
3. Supervise •••• but do this by example. If you're pitching in and setting the
example, that may be the best supervision of all.
4. Keep your men informed. Tell them what you know, but keep them ••• and. yourself
FLEXIBLE ••• things have a habit of changing several times between planning and the
actual execution t and several more times during the execution..
.
5. Look out for your squad. One of your jobs is to see that your squad gets its
fair share of the load. If it doesn't seem fair, tactfully, but firmly, say so!
"Excuse me Slim, but this is the fourteenth consecutive day our squad has been
tasked to clean the latrine and we wondered if it might not be fairer to give some
one else the chance to clean the commodes?" This does wonders for squad morale ••.
even if you don't succeed. Regardless of the mission ••• do it well!
6. Check your men to make sure they remember all the information you've passed on.
Just because you said to bring ear plugs doesn't mean all ten guys and gals will
remember. Your job is to check.
7. Don't forget the girls! Incredible as this may seem guys, it happens all the
time! Make sure that the girls get all the information and changes for the next
days activities. You won't be concerned about their barracks maintenance, but you
will be responsible if they show up with the wrong equipment ••• or don't show up on
time because somehow they didn't know that the next formation got moved up ten minutes.
This is very important. Don't forget the girls!
8. Care about your fellow squad members. Of course, you should care every day but
when you're SgD LDR it becomes a sacred trust. Remind ~em to drink water, salt
their food. care for their feet, and tuck 'em in at night (figuratively, of course).
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9. Be the last one in your SQD to eat, draw equipment, etc., so you'll know
everyone else has. Make sure your SQD members have two full canteens at all
times. Empty canteens can mean bad spot reports. ~mke ~ weapons are cleared
when finished using blank ammo.
10.

Look for the seeds in the apple.:!!

PLATOON SERGEANT:
You can expect to be the PSG or PLT LDR once, or perhaps twice, during advanced
camp. Remember there will be between 40 and 50 people in your PLT and you'll
have a new PSG andPLT LDR every training day. You must serve as PSG or higher
at least once, so you'll very likely get only one shot to show your stuff ••• unless
you encounter problems and then you may get a second chance. If your job perform
ance was mediocre or better you probably won't see another upper level position.

PSG HINTS:
1.

See 1 through 10 above and substitute PLT everywhere you read SQD!

2.

Make sure you know hOli to form and dismiss a PLT (Paras 66 & 68, FM 22-5)

3. Keep a written report on the status (location) of your men and keep it
updated and the PLT LDR informed.
4.

Remember that whenever the PLT LDR is not around you're in charge.

5. ¥~ke sure the barracks are locked when you leave for training and arrange
to get them unlocked when you return.
6. Very likely, you should be the last cadet to leave the barracks ••• check to
insure every foot locker and wall locker is locked, the bunks are made (correctly)
the floors and stairs are clean, and everything is ready for inspection. One
way to do this is to get everyone, and their gear, outside as soon as possible
after PT and allow only the work details back into the barracks.
7. Remind your SQD LDRs, and check personally to insure that everyone has their
required equipment for that days training (someone won't •• counton it!)
8. If your PLT is next in line. for chow, or weapons turn-in, or anything ••• post
a runner to come and get you when it's almost time to go. That way you won't
have the PLT spending wasted time in long lines ••. nor should you be late for any
thing. Don't forget to rotate the order for chow in some equitable fashion.
9. Whenever you leave the barracks, or equipment grounded ina formation, always
leave a "bay guard" or "equipment guard tl back with the gear. Arrange to have the
first man in the chow line hurry back to relieve him in the case of chow.
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10. You're the man most likely to inadvertantly leave the men standing at
attention. Be aware of that and give "stand at ease" or "rest" whenever possible.
11. Take it upon yourself to enforce standards. The whole PLT should look alike.
If the upstairs squads are not, for example, displaying their footwear in the same
manner as the downstairs squad ••• You're the man who's supposed to notice and correct
the situation. (Women PSGs are often not expected to inspect male barracks). TA 50,
uniforms, and ROTC brass should all be alike. Let your SQD LDRs know the standards
in plenty of time before the formations so that everyone can get everything squared
away.
12. Be considerate of your people at all times. You're responsible for their
welfare. Such as: Don't forget to give route step march in rough terrain, post
road guards at dangerous intersections, etc .• When marching, make sure anyone who
falls out of formation is taken care of by someone. You'd be surprised how many
times PSGs and PLT LDRs just go off and leave their people.
13. Know the time schedule for the day's training and do your part in sticking
to it. If you don't, you'll mess over everyone from the PLT LDR to the CO CDR
by being late (and they'll get you back on peer ratings).
14.

PSG and SQD LDR may be responsible for leading PT in the morning.

PLATOON LEADER:
Just like PSG! You'll get one or the other during the graded portion ••• or at
least the odds are very good that it will work that way. Read what we said
about PSG ••• it applies here as well •••• it's a one shot deal.
PLT LDR HINTS:
1.

You are responsible for everything your PLT does or fails to do.

2. You and the PSG ••• and the SQD LDRs are a team. Your job is to keep everyone
informed, supervised, and working towards the PLT Mission.
3. Don't lose your cool: You'll make mistakes ••• just like everybody does. Don't
let them unnerve you ••• the idea is to learn from your mistakes (and hopefully
from others). Be Confident!
4.

Use common sense! *********************(this applies ••• regardless of when:)

5.

Learn from previous PLTLDRs •••• don't be too proud to ask them about anything.

6. Find out what your Platoon Leader (the Captain) expects of you. No, don't guess •••
ask! He'll let you know if you're wasting his time .•• but it goes without saying
that you shouldn't ask questions just to hear your voice or show off your knowledge.
7.

Don't harass the troops!

8.

React to problems immediately.
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9. As PLT LDR, you are a supervisor. Use your NCOs (i.e. delegate).
graded down if you don't use them to get things done.
10. Know how to give PT and know what exercises you're going to do.
everyone's time while you're thinking of something.

You'll be
Don't waste

11. Know how the company is properly formed. Make sure your PSG knows how to
properly report (and your SQD LDRs) according to 22-5 AS CHANGED.
12.

Be Time Conscious.

13.

See #6 on the PSG list.

14.

See everything on the PSG list.

15.

See everything on the SQD LDR's list.

16.

See that everything gets done!

17.

See #1 Above.

See that those things get done.
See that those things get done!
See that eve.rything gets done.

FIRST SERGEANT:
Your odds of becoming ISG are, of course, slim, but if you're at all above the
average some Cadre will lean towards giving you a shot at the big time! Just in
case it happens to you, here are some hints .•.
1. Support your CO CDR 100%. There ain't no room for cut-throat ambitions in
the Company CPo
2. Insure that the PSGs understand the CO CDRs plan for administrative management
of the company ••• meals, weapons issue/turn-in, linen exchange, and the like. Don't
rely solely upon the PLT LDRs to convey the word to the PSGs ••• check on it ••• the
one PLT you don't check will not have the word and will mess up the Company's schedule.
3. Remember, you deal with PSGs to accomplish what the CO CDR gives you to do •.
Don't get tangled up in issuing orders to PLT LDRs ••• they outrank you!
4. Forming the company in accordance with 22-5 is your responsibility. Use the
book••• don't merely repeat the mistakes of yesterday's ISG. The book is right.
The book is right! The book is right!!!
5.

Keep announcements short while in formation.

6. Account for your company. Be checking on something constantly.
checked goes awry anyway. All of what isn't checked goes awry.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICER:
Every fourth day someone in your PLT will be an XO (like CO CDR and lSG). So
while your odds are small, it could happen to you! This is a real low profile job •
••• Until you screw something up! You can really show your management skills on this
one. Try these hings:
1. Know enough to step into the CO CDR;s shoes at any time. Who knows when he might
be a casualty_ Know the schedule and every detail of his plan to accomplish the
mission. If you have some ideas, make sure you offer them while he's making his
plans, not when he's announcing them.
2. Transportation, chow, weapons issue/turn-in, recon of training sites, or anything
similar is a possible duty you'll accomplish or share with the lSG.
3. Frequently you'll do the actual coordination in advance for administrative
tasks ••• i.e. the legwork for the CDR. Talk with the Cadre CO XO or mess sergeant
to arrange chow hours. COordinate with the armorer for when to issue or turn in
weapons. The CDR should tell you when he wants these things done and he'll rely
on you to make the coordination. Same with transportation. Have someone help you
talk with your convoy commander to arrange for busses or trucks to be on station
when and where required. In some companies, all this coordination is done with
the Cadre XO, 2 majors.
3. Your role in bivouac may be even more critical. Learn how to layout your
tents in neat orderly rows and how to set up a chow line in the field. Don't wait
till the day you're the XO to observe how these things are done. Every time you go to
the field try to see what's going on and how it got accomplished ••• next trip you
may be responsible for it.
COMPANY COMMANDER:
While your odds of being company commander are slim, being a Notre Dame Cadet
you are smarter than the average bear ••. and so ••• Here are a few hints in the event
that you have the high privilege of being designated company commander.
1. Planning, organization, and successful use of subordinates. are the keys to
success as a cadet company commander.
2. PLAN. As early as possible ask for a reconnaissance of the training site and
a briefing by the training cadre on the site. Look at the schedule and see if any
of your sister units have already had that training day and then talk with a Domer,
or any reliable cadet about the day's activities. Remember there isn't anything that
has never been done before by somebody, so find that guy and get a briefing.
3. Organize. Once you understand the mission and the terrain, get with your XO and
lSG and plan your OPORD, delegating duties to these primary assistants wherever pos
sible. Once the three of you have brainstormed it, check out your plans with your
cadre and ask the questions you haven't been able to figure out by yourself. Also
ask point blank, liDo you see anything I've neglected?" If he planned to let you run
amuck, it'll be hard to do so realizing that you've asked directly for his guidance.
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4. Delegate. Issue your operations order as early as practical the evening before
training. Use the OPORD format and cover everything in detail for the PLT LDRs. Ask
them to repeat back the time sequences so that you're sure you've minimized the con
fusion (don't even imagine you can completely eliminate confusion).
5. Supervise. You don't need to sweat the small stuff ••• billets maintenance, etc. is
a platoon problem. Worry about the big stuff. Is the arms room ready to issue/receive
weapons? Is the mess hall ready to handle everyone in a timely fashion? Will the
trucks arrive on time? Is the route planned and coordinated with the truckmaster?
Did the average cadet get the word on the uniform and all accessories?
6. Don't make changes for the sake of making changes. Be prepared to give a reason
for changes that you do make, e.g. if your company has been reporting incorrectly
at company formations, go ahead and change it, but have the book ready to show the
doubters how 22-5 says it should be.
7. After your initial OPORD, don't try to occupy too much of the PLT LDR's time.
Run the show with Fragorders and minor changes.
8.

Minimize

formatio~s,

but currectly execute those you must have.

9. Find yourself a competent, reliable guidon bearer.
FM 22-5. When marching designate a jody caller.

The drill is in the back of

10. Always be armed with a running count of your personnel status, e.g. 176 present
for training, 1 on sick call, 2 on appointments. Get this from your lSG.
11.

Rehearse reporting to the OIC of the training site.

Look sharp.

12. Spend as much time preparing your OPORD as possible, and make it as thorough as
possible. The platoons must know such things as order of movement (who goes on which
bus), order of chow, and the time schedule. A workable time schedule is essential.
Include such things as wakeup, chow, formation, loading onto busses, departure, arrival
at training site (be there early), movement to other sites (if applicable), chow, and
return to barracks.
If being trucked to a distant training site, get a map of Fort Riley and mark the
route when you go out on your recon. Don't rely on the drivers to know the way.
Your biggest headaches (if everything else goes right) will be administration
and logistics. Insure (thru XOand lSG) that the following coordinations are made:
TRANSPORTATION: Let 'em know the number and type vehicles you need, where
your're going, when you're leaving, and when you're returning.
The TRAINING COMMITTEE: Find out from them when they expect you to be at
training and the equipment you will need. Make sure there is water on hand at the
training site. Tell them how many cadets are expected to be trained. Find out where
they want you to detruck, assemble, move to, etc.
MESS HALL: Let the mess SGT, thru XO, know what time meals will be and i f
any will be served in the field (and where if in the field).
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~mDICS:
Don't forget 'em. Let 'em know when the training starts, and
know where they are at all times in case someone gets hurt. Let everyone else in the
chain of command know too.

WEATHER REPORT: Check to see what it is going to be. Call the airport.
That way you can plan accordingly. (For example, on the early bivouacs it was hot
during the day and cold at night. On a cold night it is nice to have two blankets
instead of one.)
13. Use your XO to coordinate things and find stuff out. That is what he is there
for. There is no way you can run the company without his help and the help of the
lSG. It should go without saying that you should use your lSG--he is the eyes in
the back of your head.
14. Final words of advice from a 2 time CO CDR: Your first responsibility is to
your people. Be considerate of them, i.e. route step, march on I'ough terrain, don't
leave 'em standing at a.ttention in the hot sun, etc.. Be flexible. You'll swear
they're changing everything just to see how you react. (they probably are!) Use your
XO and lSG to do the running around. Too many CDRs try to do everything on their own.
Finally, enjoy the day. It's yours, and with the right attitude, you'll learn a lot.
OFF THE WALL DUTIES
Leading PI:
You may be called upon to form the extended rectangular formation and/or lead
individual conditioning exercises from conditioning drills one, two or three. Use
your cards to REHEARSE and to lead the training if necessary. The whole key here
is to be enthusiastic and confident! }~ke EXUBERANCE your middle name (and then
no one notices your miscues).
While we're mentioning it ••• arrive physically fit. Use the time available before
camp to get ready. Camp itself will not build you up for the APRT. Remember you must
pass each event on the APRT.
.
Charge of Quarters

(CQ)

Most cadets will serve CQ at least once during camp. On training days CQ begins
around 1800 and runs through about 0700 the following morning. On weekends or holi
days there may be more than· one shift of CQs from yourPLT to cover the 24 hours dur
ing which you're responsible for CQ (they assign it to the "duty" PLT or "Queen" PLT
from a ros ter) •
As CQ you are responsible for the company area in the absence of the cadre. Act
ually one NCO will remain in the area as a minimum and one officer will be "on call"
to assist you with any problems. There will be a CQ "Book" with instructions on your
responsibility .•• Read it thoroughly •.• and a CQ "log" on which you should record sig
nificant events (mopping the orderly room is not significant •.• someone having to go
to the dispensary with a broken limb is significant ... in between, use your best
j udgement) .
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Remember that when an officer comes into your orderly room you should call
"attention!" unless a higher ranking officer is already present. Then report
properly ••• e.g. "Sir, Cadet Irish, Charge of Quarters; May I help you?" They'll
either eat it up or play casual, but better to be too formal with an easygoing
cadre officer than too informal with a hard
Also answer the phone correctly:
"Co C, 4th Bn, Cadet Irish speaking .•• may I help you, sir!"
During CQ you are guarding the arms room. tmke sure you understand ho~ the
access system works. If the general himself attempts to gain access and he's not
on the roster or accompanied by someone on your access roster than "courteously"
bar admission. Your cadre lSG should give you the specifics on this. A favorite
trick of inspectors after hours is to con the CQs into letting them have access to
the arms room or even into the portion of the supply room near the arms room.
Please don't. It's not worth the "fun."
You won't get much sleep while you do this duty and it'll be difficult the
next day, so don't be surprised if you get fatigued. You'll catch up eventually.
If it's right before you're due to be PSG or something try to trade with someone
so you can be fresh for your rated day (same applies to guard duty).
Use your initiative while on CQ to clean the orderly room (maybe even get
some brownie points by waxing the floor). You'll probably have to carry the
morning report to BN in the morning and run some errands as well, but nothing more
challenging than you can handle.

THE PEER RATING
1. Recognition ••• Make friends. Be sincerely concerned for others. Let
them think of you as a "Notre Damer," it helps the recognition factor ••• unless
they recognize you as obnoxious. Answer all the guff with "We'll see tlais year" or
"there's always next year."
2. Exposure ••• Be cognizant of your opportunities to lead whether rated or
unrated, formal or informal, SQD LDR or CO CDR. There is no such thing as a "small"
leadership responsibility and a lot of leadership goes on among cadets not possessing
the formal leadership position of the day. Work at being a peer leader, whether or
not you happen to be assigned a leadership position at the moment. If you feel you
aren't getting your fair share of rated or unrated leadership opportunity, inquire •••
politely ••• of the cadre CPT. Let him know you are concerned about your opportunities
and your ratings and you'll at least get credit for caring••• and perhaps the extra
opportunity you need to demonstrate your problem-solving, decision-making, leadership
skills.
3. First Impression ••• See Ill.. That should be all you need for your peers.
CADRE::: ••• Men .•• arrive with a good military haircut. You'll be in the vast majority
although you won't feel like it in your departure airport. If you wait till you
arrive you'll be interviewed by your CPT and PSG before you ever get a chance. No
whitewalls, just short on the sides and back ••. with the heat you wouldn't want it any
other way anyway. EVERYONE: Remember ho~ to report properly to your CPT (knock on
door or frame/approach when he says to come in/halt one step away from his desk/table/
chair/, salute and report "Sir, Cadet Irish reporting as ordered"/ drop your salute
after he returns it and remain at attention until directed otherwise).
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4. Competence .•• You're pretty well prepared .•• now don't sit on it or
fail to demonstrate your abilities. SOLVE problems, MAKE Decisions, Propose,
Suggest, Arbitrate, Counsel, Console, Stu~y, Improve, Rehearse •••• Competence implies
an ACTIVE search for self-improvement as well as application of already acquired
skills. You can't demonstrate competence flat on your back on your bunk. You got
it ••• use it .•• tactfully and effectively.
5. Confidence ••• When in command "Take Charge." That doesn't mean no t
to take suggestions, but it does mean take responsibility. Don't blow your cool ••
neither anger nor despair are indicators of confidence. Most of all realize your
own abilities and make yourself into the kind of leader you'd want leading you.
6. Tact. Imagine everything you say or do being replayed for you like a
Monday Morning Game film. Don't say anything or behave in a manner you wouldn't
want replayed before your eyes. Of course, it helps if you can sincerely treat
others the way you'd like to be treated, but if you sincerely hate the other guy's
guts, go ahead and insincerely treat him sweetly anyway ••• all the while telling
yourself that if circumstances were otherwise •••• But, remember you're on film!!

RECREATION
FOTt Riley itself and surrounding communities offer ample opportunity
to get away from the routine of training on weekends. Riley has theaters, pools,
tennis courts, libraries, and CADET CLl~S to name a few of the facilities. You
should make every attempt to use these facilities as time permits.
~~en you arrive at camp befriend someone who has a car.
A car is handy,
but not necessary for weekend passes. Don't panic if you don't like anyone with
a car. There are bus lines to everywhere and with patience and a Kaleidoscope you
can figure them out.

In your Blue book read about Milford Lake. There are opportunities there
to rent water-ski boats and sailboats from special services. Junction City has a
"Red Light" district which is ~ recommended for the would-be officer. Far better
you should visit Manhattan, a reasonably straight college town a few miles from Riley.
If you're going to weekend off post "Aggieville" and Manhattan are recommended. They
have nice theaters, restaurants, night spots, motels, etc ••
Visit the main Officer's club at Riley. Saturday nights they usually
have a live band and Sunday Brunch is well worth the money ••• but go early or be
prepared to stand in line (and you'll get plenty of that during the week). As the
weeks pass, more and more cadets discover the club and the line gets longer. They
also have a pool and tennis courts.
Get out of the barracks on weekends. The O-Club brunch is good on Sundays.
Manhatta.n has nice bars. Try to get down there a few times. Seek out your ND
cohorts or your new PLT friends and Be somewhere.
The student center at the University in ~~nhattan is a nice place to hang
out for a little while. There are pool tables, chess games, bowling alley, pinball
machines and TV's.
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Last, but not least, is chapel. Go to Sunday Mass and Celebrate
Notre Dame Reunion. It's really the best way to get together before the University
party later in the summer.

ORDERS ••• You should have in your hands ten copies of your orders for.camp. Read them
over. Don't stick them at the bottom of a suitcase. During your travel and for the
first few days at camp always carry at least one copy with you. You might squirrel
some away in a separate place so you won't misplace them all at once. Above all,
don't lose or forget them:
IN-PROCESSING ••• It will be helpful if all your baggage is well marked as some is
invariably delayed in this process. At Riley you'll be assigned a company and you
and your gear (hopefully together) will be transported to the company orderly room.
You'll be shown to your PLT barracks, issued linen, introduced to your cadre, etc •••
ala' Harrison. As a part of your unit you'll move from station to station over the
next couple of days filling out forms, getting physicals, taking your swim va~idation tests, etc.. Each time you get impatient, remember there are hundreds of cadets
and literally years of experience built in to streamlining things as much as possible .••
so be patient and understanding (or they'll make you the baggage control officer next
summer!) Use the dead time to meet your fellow PLT members.
AUTOMOBILES ••• Each cadet who drives must have his car registered. Some of the paper
work may have been completed here but you'll have to complete it at Riley. Have
your driver's license, car registration, and proof of insurance. You must have per
mission from the owner if the car isn't in your name.
CLOTHING AND EgUIPMENT ••• During the first few days you'll be issued several sets of
fatigues and various items of field gear. You will have a form listing the articles
and the exact number issued. Make sure you try to keep track and don't sign unless
you're satisfied you have the article. Things move fast here, so be alert. Also be
sure to check the serviceability of the clips on the field suspenders and things that
should clip onto the web belt. Hang on to the forms you get.
MILITARY COURTESY ••• This is the hardest time to adj ust. Remember that you're not back
on the quad. Salute officers and render a greeting. They'll return both with pride •••
after all, it's been nearly a year since anyone saluted them!
HEALTH TIPS
1.

Start getting in shape before you arrive.

2. Do III outdoors. Get exposed and adjusted to the heat.
going around in Kansas during the summer.
3.

There is a lot o,f it

Break in both pair of boots before camp!

4. Use chapstick and sunburn lotion liberally. It's hard to make decisions lit
solve problems when you're physically miserable.
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5. Salt your food. If you feel weak or faint from the sun, get into the shade,
mix your own salt solution and drink lots of water. Don't be too proud to admit
you don't feel well.
6. Get all your minor cuts, scratches and blisters treated by your unit medic.
That's why he's there. Do it on your breaks from training.
7. Maintain your field hygiene. Keep your utensils clean.
is dirty doesn't mean you have to eat the dirt.

Just because the field

8. Rest when you get a chance. Remember that too much beer at the cadet club will
promote dehydration and increase the chance of heat injury.
9. When the wetbulb humidity readings are high enough you'll be told to drink water,
unblouse your boots and shirts. DO IT.
10. More injuries result from horseplay and carelessness than anything else. Please
be careful or you may go to camp again in 1982.

--

11.

Drink lots of WATER!

12.

Get enough sleep.

It is also hard to make decisions when you are exhausted.

GENERAL TIPS FROM SENIORS
1.

Keep smiling.

Develc'p a positive attitude.

2. Prepare for leadership positions as early as practical.
from 1800 to 1800.
3.

Keep track of your equipment.

4.

Take it one day at a time.

5.

On

The duty usually runs

Especially your rifle!

your free time, get out of the company area.

6. Expect training to continue well past the point when you would have thought the
weather conditions were drastic enough to halt training. Remember you don't want
camp extended even one more hour to make up mandatory training.
7.

When you leave your bunk area, lock your lockers.

8. DO NOT steal government property as souvenirs.
property.

Empty rifle shells

~

government

9. Ask/Listen to those who have been to basic camp or were vets. They've done
many of these things before. On the other hand remember that knowledge doesntt
necessarily equate with a good attitude, and knowing a short cut doesn't always mean
it's right to use the short cut.
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10. Regardless of whether you are the leader, make sure you understand the mission
of each tactical exercise. In some cases it will be impossible to understand another
cadet's concept of the operation ••• settle for knowing the mission.
11. Don't be afraid to ask a question for fear it's "dumb."
dumb question than correct a dumb mistake.
12. Don't make enemies
he gets out of place.

Easier to answer a

but don't be afraid to jump on the platoon clown when

13. Keep working at having your gear squared away--keep it clean. Boots are a big
pain because it is so dusty but a few minutes at night with some polish and a brush
and they look respectable in the morning.
14. When marching, mark time before a HALT so the platoon can dress and cover and
do not have to shuffle around after they have stopped.
15. Report to your Platoon leader properly when you first get to camp.
a great first impression.

It makes

16. Be prepared to implement changes in the course of the day. They are often
times forced upon you and the cadet chain of command to see how you react.
17. Look as sharp as possible--a good hair cut helps. Rave it when you get there.
It is also a lot cooler and short hair is easy to take care of.
18. As CO CDR or PLT LDR take your lSG or PSG to the briefings with you--that way
the CINCO's know what is going on too •• As lSG or PSG invite yourself to the brief
ings if you are not asked.
19. Whenever you can get your hands on a piece of equipment of any kind, do it!
Stick your nose into all of the neat stuff. That is what it is there for.! Get as
familiar as you can with ,as much as you can.
20. If you need something ask for it!
good friend to have.
21. Talk to the cadre.
can pick up.
22.

Get to know your Supply SGT.

Listen when they talk.

He is a

It is surprising how much you

Have a watch, a pad and a pencil on you at all times!

23. Employ the six conditions that affect peer ratings. Believe me, they are
important. Everyone will know you are from ND. Be proud of that, but don't stick
it in their face. Be proud, but huItble. People will look up to you so maintain
plenty of confidence in everything you do because it will rub off on others.
24. You will feel like you are behind on mil skills. Don't ,get excited about that
fact. You are bright enough to get by, whereas the other people are behind in the
interpersonal relation field. It is much easier to learn the skills than it is to
learn how to get along with people. Don't worry, you are ahead of most cadets there.
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25. There are many different people at camp. It is imperative that you are
able to get along with all different types of people. Most people at camp can't
and that hurts them. Use some discretion when offering information. If you know
something, don't be afraid to offer it. But if you don't know something, don't
embarass yourself. It is easy to get abused at caQP by a cocky SGT or CPT. Don't
be a victim.
26.

Last of all, BE YOURSELF.

People can see through the facade real early.

MIL SKILLS TIPS
What follows is a "close hold" list of intelligence items related to the
mil skills testing from 1980. Their 1980 validity is subject to change. LAW-Inspect
per PM 7-llB (SM) & check backblast area before arming/misfire? Use GTA to set cor
rect sight picture. PW Handling - See SM/search carefully/fill out tag/tag weapons
& documents/ speed to evac pt./ turn in everything. LAND NAV - Only 5 terrain
features (SM) read compass/convert G-~1+ AZ/det elev. First Aid - See Pocket Medic.
Do what they taught you: Shake & Shout/LS steps, describe/treat heat casualty
Hand Grenade - remember to drop back behind cover after you throw.
Most of this
doesn't mnkt! sense now, but should after the bloc of instruction. Practice while
you're there!!
Theoretically, anything that you are taught during training is testable
material on the Mil Skills Exam; however, the instructors at the various committees
will usually tell you what is going to.be on the test and what isn't, so listen up
when they tell you that it will be. You can bet that you'll see it again on Mil
Skills. TAKE NOTES.!! There may be as much as 4 weeks· between when you're taught
and when you're tested.
The two most important things to observe when they're teaching you is the
proper SEQUENCE (they're pimpy regarding the order) and the manner in which you
perform the sequence, i.e. the way you hold the blasting cap on the demolitions, etc ••
The best advice this senior can give you is to memorize each sequence STEP BY STEP
in the order that.!!!!! teach you. Also rehearse "Talking Through" the sequences
before you are actually tested. Most companies will have equipment available for you
to practice with. So get it and DO IT! On the day of the test actually TAKE THE
GRADERS THROUGH EACH STEP. e.g. "I am now inspecting the law to insure that it says
M72A2. with coupler, is not damaged, seals are not damaged, etc."
Finally, be friendly with the graders. They will be grading several
hundred cadets, and if you're respectful of them it may be worth some extra points.

Final Note: We love ya, so if you're not individually or collectively 111 at camp,
don t t feel you can't come home in the f all. ~le '11 still speak to you and take pride
in you. (I think it's called "unmerited Grace.")
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WHAT TO TAKE
Your "Blue Book" from Ft. Riley will give vou a list of things to take that
will give a good starting point. The following list will supplement
that. There may be some duplication.
Hair dryerV
ID Card..;
bag~
Orders..
Flash~*
GTR/Airling tickets
Lock, ey or combination*
Lots of underwear and T shirts/
Brasso
Cool civilian clothes"
Shoe polish and brush *
Handkerchieves*
Boot dye*
'~hand towels and washcloths*
Couple of clean rags
coat hangers (10)*
Pocket notebook~
Small 1st Aid Kit
String*
P 38 can opener or •• --I
Dog chain tag for keysliv"
Jacknife with can opener blade
camerav'
soap and soap dish..J
Stat ionery*',1
Bug Repellant
Traveler's Checksv
Bug Repellant
small radio or tape player*
More
Bug repellant
Blousing garters*v
Calamine
lotion for poison ivy
glasses strap*
Comb*'.f
frizbee
Q tips for M 16 cleaning **
softball glove
Old
toothbrush for M 16 cleaning
chapstick*
Sunburn lotion"
Bootlaces*
toothpaste and tooth brush
DogTags..J
sunglasses
Stamps
Iron..!
swim suit"
shaving cream
Laundry Detergent*/
Unsmashable, cheap everything proof ~vatchv
PT shorts, etc.v
plastic sandwich bags
Shower Shoes*
Small laundry

t

* each of the asterisked items can usually be purchased at the PX, but you
may have neither the time nor the money, and when you go, everyone else
will be there too.
'1_
r
0
_CJv)~
INAADDITION, THESE ITEMS ARE REQUIRED JUST TO KEEP YOUR CAPTAIN HAPPY!!
FM 22-5 ~!/ changes 1&2 posted

PM 7-7
TM on M 60 MG
Pen or pencil w/notebook

PM 7-11B1/2
PM 7-11B3
TC 21-11 Posket Medic
GTA 7-1-27 (on a string around your neck)
ND ARMY ROTC Cap

A few notes: REmember ••• you have to carry your own luggage, so don't
go overboard. Clothes should be cool and comfortable. It's no secret
that it gets hot down there. You probably won't need dressy~stuff down
there, but cut offs and T-shirts are not proper for an Officer's Club.
You probably should bring one nice outfit.
**You won't believe the "friends" you'll get with a few Q tips, pipe
cleaners, an old toothbrush, and a couple of clean rag's come rifle
cleaninp; time.

DOUBLE TIME JODIES
Not for use at quik time.

* = chorus

1,2,3fow-er *
1,2,Gimme some Mo-er *
Here we go *
All the way *
Every day
*
Airborne
*
Ranger
*
Infantry
*
etc

R, Running Hard *
A, All the way
*
N, Never Quit
*
G, Going strong *
E, Every Day
*
R, Rough & Tough *
Whatsatspell? (RANGER)
Louder
(Ranger! )
Louder ... etc

A,
I,
R,
B,

All the way
In the sky
Running hard
Born to jump
0, on the go
R, Rough and tough
N, Never quit
E, Every day
Whatsatspel1? (Airborne)
Louder .•. etc.

C-130 rolling down the strip *
ROTSEE K-det gonna take a little trip *
Stand up, hook up, shuffle to the door *
Jump right out and count to four *
If my main don't open wide *
I gotta nother one by my side *
If that chute should fail me too *
Look out ground, I'ma comin through *
If I die on the old drop zone *
box me up and ship me home *
tell my girl I done my best *
and bury me in the leaning rest *

There're lots more. Learn
'em as you go and bring 'em
back for next year's book.

QUICK TIME JODIES
(Some here are songs where the leader starts each verse and everyone joins in)
(Sung to the tune of "Look Away Beyond The Blue)
Jesus was an Airborne Ranger, You'll be one too, Oh Lordy

"

""

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

"

"

Look Away Beyond the Blue Hor.i.zon

David was a small arms expert, etc
Jesus had a 12 man A Team
Samson got a Ranger Haircut ...
Adam was a jungle expert
Moses made a river crossing ..•
Noah was a small boat expert
Moses low crawled up that mountsin
etc
There are other song jodies too, but most echo the leader like those which nollow:
A yellow bird * with a yellow bil1*
perched upon * My window sill *
I lured him in * with a piece of bread *
and then I smashed his ... little head *
(gross:)
And Ih)W 1 h;lVl~ i.l yellow hill
To remind me of my greatest kill.

What the heck we doin here? *
Let's go out and get a beer. *
A nice cold beer with head of foam *
Like the ones we get at home *
Sound off (One, Two)
Sound off (three, four)
Bring it on down (1,2,3,4 .. 1,2 .. 3-4:)
or
Rack it on back
etc.

~UICK

Tn1E JODIES m:rrINmm:

Your Mother was there when you left (you're right)
rather"
"
"
" "
('f
")
Brother
Sister
Girlfriend
lIer Boyfriend ...•
tmd that was 'the reason you left! (You I re right)
Sound OFF (see previous Page)
If

!Iey you knuckleheads * Dumb, dunb lmuckle heads * Marching down the Avenue *
more days and \'Ie '11 be through * (this one is good for morale as the numbers
uecrease every day!) I'll be glad and so will you * sctlND OFF, etc.
Misery, oh Misery * What the Arrrrt dale to Me * Oh-wo-wo wo
I ssued me an Ml6 * Made me into a killin machine * "
Issued me a bayonet * Learned to kill without regret *
I ssed me a hand grenade * Man I thought I had it made *
Iss~ec~ a Clayroore mine * I had me a grand old time *
Oh -oh Soldier * Com-bat Soldier
Pick up your ,,,eapon and follow me
I .. am•• the infantry *

*
*

* Oh wo·O,
"
"
"

0,

o.

anN!' CAIFNCE, IEMY' CAI::mCE, CClJNI' CADENCE
WOOl

(One) Airborne Ranger
(Two) Better do your best
Eighty -Second * Patch en my shoulder * (three) Or youtll find yourself
(Four) In the leaning rest
Pick up your chute and follow me *
(ene) Hit it!
1'm the airborne infantry *
(Two) Hit it!
One oh first * Patch on my shoulder* etc.
Pick up your chopper and follow me *
I'm airmobile Infantry *
4th Division * Patch on my shoulder
Pick tip your track and follow me *
I 'm the mechanized infantry *

*

II

*

one ninety third * Patch on my shoulder
Pick up your rucksack and follow me*
I am the jungle infantry ~,. e..I:-"

*

Perhaps because of the fun nature of marching and ruruiing Jodies are the first
thing we forget about camp. Jot down the ones you hear and we'll collect them
in the fall. The truth is they really help take your mind off the discanfort
of marching and numing, so sing along and enjoy!
.

More Jodies
Hey, Hey Captain Jack
Meet me down by the RR Track
With that rifle in my hand
I'm gonna be a fightin' man.
Hey, Hey, Captain Jack
Meet me down by the RR track
With that bottle in my hand
I'm gonna be a drinkin' man.
A drinkin' man, A fightin' man
Hey, Hey, Captain Jack
Meet me down by the RR track
With that razor in my hand,
I'm gonna be a cuttin' man.
A cuttin' man,

A drinkin' man,

A fightin' man

etc.
01' Kinr, Cole was a merry 01' soul. and a merry 01' soul was he.
He called for his pipe and he called for his bowl and he called for his Generals
"Beer, beer, beer, '.f said the Generals.
"T,Vbo will drive my car." said the Colonels.
"tVbo will sign these papers." said the Majors.
"Who will shine my boots," said the Captains.
!'What 'shonld I do now, II said the Lieuy.
"We do all the work," said the Sergeants.
"Beer, beer, beer," said the Privates.
tI

(Each verse buids upon the other ••• just like the "Twleve Days of Christmas!"
Start with the privates and work back to the beer:)

three.

~

do it.
in the woods

Weal, here it is! The pages that follow are a revision of the 1979 and
1980 Advanced Camp Handbooks. A number ~f the members of the MS IV
class were instrumental in the preparation of this years edition. Among
them are Mike Sigler, Dan Bruno, and Marc Murphy. I've also taken some
liberkies as editor/advisor to add some comments of my own. So be prepared.
My final words and guidanae to each of you will undoubtedly be more
eloquent in this form than in person. For some strange reas~n, I fing
it somewhat difficult to give positive strokes in person ••• things just
seem to come out better on paper. First, let me say that I am proud of
each and every one of you. You have exceeded my expectations in nearly
everything that we have attempted. Although I could claim that I knew
you would do so well because you are the product of my training and
curriculum, I really know better than that. You are the product of
a fine university and your own hard work, study and motiVation. You
are each a credit to this univerSity and to your families, and I count
myself fortunate to be one of those who are ahle to work witt you
on such an intimate level. I gain my motivation from you, and appriciate
the opportunity to share the reflection of the honors that I know you will
win at Fort ~iley. The classes that hve gone before you have established
an exceptional record and standard of performance, a standard that you
wtll, I know, exceed.
I have tried my best to prepare you for camp. You probably will not
get a former Green Beret Drill Sergeant for a PSG, nor will yeu probably
Ret a Captain that eats nails and cadets for breakfast. But, if you
do, you'll be ready. You may not know absolutely everything needed to
pass Mil Skills or TAX at camp just know, but you have a solid base of
knowledge upon which, with the training of the various committees, you
can build excellence in all areas. You'll do well because of this.
You are entering into final training in the Profession of Arms. You
will skills which, with ~~d's help, will never be required to be put
to the ultimate test. It is this concept, that of professionalism and
training with the hope that you'll never have to use it, that marks tbe
Professional American Soldier. ~ever lose sight of this.
In closin~, I tvish you my best. Excel at Fort Riley. It's the ND
tradition. This booklet will give you sOlidt practical advise.
If things p,et tough, seek out another Domer; or give me a call. 7'ly
first priority will still
be to you. Good Luck!
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